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cussion groups Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday from 10 to 10:30 p.m. in all
dormitories during the Week of Prayer.
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Selects "G6d For Thinking
Program of Events
For Prayer Week and Troubled People" as

His Prayer Week Topic

DOROTHY RICKARDS

By

The program for the week

Dr. Clayton S. Ellsworth, assistant
professor of history, does not believe
that the United States should go to
war now to defeat Hitlerism because
of the effects of the war on the United
States and the world, he told mem
bers of the Congressional club at
their meeting Monday, Nov. 24.
Dr. Ellsworth presented the negative side to the resolution, under discussion by the club: "In order to defeat Hitler the U. S. should take all
necessary steps, including war." This
subject will be discussed in the club
11
jfs '
mmmmmtlvm,mm,mm,r
during the next few weeks.
Ihe committee tor the Week of Prayer are, left to right: chairman Bill Barr, Dr. L. W. Coolidge, Betty Lockwood, Dr. Curtis R. Douglass, Erdine
This war will be like other wars in
Maxwell, Don Coates, and Bob Lessuig. These are representatives from the Women's Federation, the Men's
Association, and the
its economic effects on the country.
Dr. Ellsworth maintains. These effects H
.ther fudent leaders working under this committee will conduct the small prayer groups in the dormitories Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday eve- include the further modification or
The Communion service Friday evening will climax the week's program.
end of the system of free enterprise,
the promotion of a synthetic revolu
tion, and the increase of labor probGirls
Bennett
Y.M.-Y.,

In the area of government, the war
would bring an increase of executive
power, propaganda, and censorship.
Civil liberties would be cut down and
the ideals of democracy discarded.
War would destroy life, take away liberties, and remove happiness, perhaps
end democracy completely; this in
.
L
:J..l pir uie ngnt
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kuimasi io uur uieai
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi

a

ness.
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For the first time in Wooster history,; the Scot cheerleaders are to be
given letters this year in recognition
of their services at athletic events. The
plan was announced at the regular
meeting of the Student Senate Monday evening in the senate room.
Coach Boles has given his O.K. to the
plan which provides that the awards
will be given by the Athletic Asso-

Five-day-

Southwick Conducts
Senior Conferences
Arthur P. Southwick, registrar and
placement director, is conducting interviews
with seniors and students
planning to complete work for graduation in June or next summer.
Plans for each senior and a list
of ' references from persons who are
qualified to recommend him are
s
recorded as nart of nlaromonf
""
and graduate study trends.
wishes
If the senior
to be notified
of positions in teaching or other work
.
.
t
r
ne
is asKed to furnish small photographs, five for prospective teachers,
and three for applicants for other
positions, with the name in ink on
the back. These will constitute an .important part of the employment credentials.
.
In the conference a final check of
graduation requirements will be made.
be-in-
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Facts In
R eview
STAN COATES
Dear Readers, if any:. The world
moved oh in spite of Wooster College's recess. (I almost said "The
world continued to revolve around its
By

a.:
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it would sound

will consist of a block
with
W
a megaphone through the letter. No information was given as to
what the qualifications for the awards
will be.
Suggestions for new uniforms for
the cheerleaders were again discussed
at the meeting but no action was taken. One of the ideas presented called
for gold sweaters with black letters
and black trousers with yellow stripes
for the boys. Plaid skirts' and black
sweaters with yellow letters would be
the accompanying outfit for the girls.
Plans for a super-format Christ-ma- r
intime arethe making but details were not revealed. Social committee chairman Bob Lessing is working on arrangements for the band anS
other details.
A committee was appointed to investigate the" comparative salary scale
of ' xS&i campus jobs as Index staff,
Voice staff, etc. Erdine Maxwell will
head the committee, assisted by representatives Betty Lockwood and Stan
Coates.
.
..
Prexy Jerry Stryker made the an
nouncement that all scripts for the
Gum Shoe Hop must be handed in to
him before Wednesday, Dec. 3. This
is the final deadline for these scripts,
the best one. of which will win a 20
prize.
Students are also reminded that the
final date for Color Day scenarios
is Jan. 15, instead of Feb. 15, as was
1

Self-Governme-

.

Delegates will be able to visit in
Committee hearings "pertinent toTthese
problems, to talk with Congressmen
and to listen to- - the discussion from
the floor of Congress while bills along
these lines are being taken up.
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Thursday, Dec. 4.
,4'
10:00 a.m. "The Reality of Pray
"."
er" ,.
.vv i.ui.
me mature or the
Moral Law and of Grace'
(Special music by the choir)

Overalls and" plaid shirts will be
in vogue and required at the joint
Friday, Dec. 5.
Y. M. - Y. W. barn dance Saturday
10:00 a.m. Dean W. R. Westhafer
night from
in Douglass base7:00 p.m. Communion; President
ment. Both boys and girls ask dates
Charles F. Wishart and Cur- at 25 cents a, couple. Everyone is intiss R. Douglass
vited and tickets may be secured from
cabinet members or at the door.
Sunday, Dec. 7.
11:00 a.m. Dr. Curtiss R. Dioug- Dean Graham, of Oberlin is on the
lass.
campus today for the purpose of appraising the values of the Wooster Y.
Dean Graham does this throughout Faculty Announces New
Ohio,1 pointing oijt weak spots, comPlan of Sending Grades
mending good features, and measuring the worth oi campus Y's. "
Arthur F. Southwick, registrar, an
Last night the first joint Y.M.-Y.nounced that by the action of the fac-ult- y
meeting was held on the Wooster cam-puon Monday evening, Nov. 24,
Mr. Walter Foss, of town, showed students may
now receive their semes
colored movies of South America. Mr. ter grades
as soon as they are ready
Foss has traveled widely and has re- by leaving
a self addressed postal card
corded his journeys pictorlally with or, stamped
envelope with their in- his motion picture camera.
structor.
8-1-

W.

s.

--

r

' This " conference - is - sponsored - by
the Washington Student Service Bur
eau.

"

The college oratorical contest will
held next Thursday afternoon, Dec.
4, at 3:30 p.m. 'in Scott auditorium.
The two college orators for this year
will be selected and a prize of 25
--
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Man", "The Nature of God", 'The
Nature of Christian Morals", and
"The Nature of Victory", He has offered to hold a general discussion or
question box period after his evening
addresses.
Dr. Bell, who was born in Dayton,
O., in 1886, and did his undergraduate work at the University of Chicago and Western Theological seminary, has been a canon at St. John's
Cathedral since 1933. During the
three preceding years he lectured on
religion at Columbia university.
In the past decade lie has done con
siderable preaching and lecturing be- -

Mr. Bell has also done a good bit
of writing. One of his books, en
titled "Preface to Religion", which
... .
- ,
i
consists or a series ot lectures given
at Lafayette College in 1935, may be
found in the college library. Two of
his recent magazine articles, "More.
Dogma, Please" (Atlantic 162: 510),
and "Why People Do Not Pray" (Atlantic 162:528), also may be found
in the librarv.
The committee for the Week of
Prayer is headed by Chairman Bill
Barr and includes Erdine - Maxwell
'and Betty Ldckwood, representing:
Women's Federation, Don Coates and
Bob Lessing, representing Men's Self- Government Association, Dr. L. W.
Coolidge, representing the faculty.
and President Charles F. Wishart and
Dr. Curtiss Douglass, advisers.
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in cash will be awarded each win
of the ner. Selected members of the faculty

Helen Kelley as Ellen Creed; Celia Retzler as Leonora Fiske; and Jane Menold as Louisa Creed, have leading
roles in the Little Theatre play "Ladies in Retirement" which will be presented this evening, Friday, and Saturday
By PAUL GRUBER
secret is disclosed and her ruin as- she creates prior to her final exit is
The drama department with an
y
r
one of the highest moments in the
sured.
accent on Arthur Kaltenborn Will prepjay. Her flirtktion scenes with Albert
Helen Kelley has by far the most
are also very good.
sent "Ladies in Retirement" tonight,
difficult role in the play. She plays the
One can't leave the play without
tomorrow, and Saturday at 8:15.
with a tenseness; and with a de- commenting tha? the set is one of the
part
There . ought notto be any vacant
termined masculine touch which does best outfitted, that we have ever had at
seats l Wooster rstudents like thrills
Wooster.
Justice to the horror in the part
and chills. This play has several "clibutshe ietemsn'to' overlook the tragic
matic scenes which really make your
possibilities.
'
htuYTurnT
She seems to lack gentleness, and
Students of sociology and psychol- the "milk of human kindness" which
ogy, especially of "family" and "ab- would throw her murder of Leonore
normal psych" can not afford to miss into a position of power as far as
Lottie Kornfeld
spoke on . the
this drama. As a case study in the pricking her conscience is concerned.
educational system in Austria at a
lines of a degenerate, family of mur- As it is, the disclosure of her secret
regular meeting of the Sigma Tau
derers, thieves and subnormal queers, seems to be brought about by the
Delta, national honorary education
"Ladies in Retirement" is a master- machinations of her rascally nephew
Bab-cocpiece. G.. K... Chesterton once wrote Albert (Bob Marsh) rather than any fraternity, Nov. 24, in lower
, .....
that an insane person was not one inner weakness.
A comparison was made between
who had lost his reason but had lost J
Fortunately, not all the people in the Austrian and United States edueverything but his reason. Percy and
piece are members of the Creed cational systems., In Austria, children
the
Denham the authors, must have had
family. Every so often we are allowed are required to attend school from the
that idea in mind when they conslip off the edge of our seats and time they are six until they become
ceived the characters of the two help- to
back onto the cushion.. Whenever 14. They are then permitted
less, yet lethal sisters of Ellen Creed.
to
Sister Theresa, that humane, lovable choose whether or not they will conBoth in the play per se andj in the
soul from the priory, appears we are tinue their education. There - is
.
no
interpretations given by Jane Menold
still lives, and that social life connected with J the
reminded
that
God
Clowes,
and Lois
the sisters stand out
some people are both kind and sane.
as
Clarice Miraldi's characterization is America, the stress there being
on
in the play. The uncanny dual":
sympathetic and natural.
learning and study alone.
ism involved in. their characters makes
Lucy Gilham, the .saucy,, bright-eye- d
them the basis for most of the comAt the close of the meeting, the orsweet-lippe- d
edy and 'the tragedy. For them, Ellen
maid is played with ganization made plans to visit Shaker
Creed (Helen Kelley) kills her mistress proper energy by Alice Neff. The ex- Heights high school after the Christ(Celia Retzler) ; yet through them her pression of horrified recognition which mas vacation.
.
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Executive Talks
To Corporation
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IDDINGS BELL

England, Canada, and the United

For Coveted Laurel
be

DR. BERNARD

States.

College Orators Vie
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Curtain Rises on ."Ladies In Retirement' Tonight
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wiirjudge "thecontestants.
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Wednesday, Dec. 3.
10:00 a.m. "Religious Prayer vs.
Magical Prayer"
7:00 p.m. "The Nature of the
Divine Enterprise"
(Special music by June Whit
mer)

al

g

may

t,

aid to the
vited.
priority-choke- d
businessman, methods
Annette Freeman has charge of the
of curbing inflation, the expansion of
program
for the afternoon and Marthe agricultural program and its post
tha
Stark
is refreshment chairman.
war effect, defense taxation, price and
The Bennett House is sponsored by
wage control will be discussed.
the Women's Federation composed of
Such government leaders as Stacy
the Women's
AsMay of the OPM, Gerhardt Colm
sociations, the Freshman Counsellors
of the Bureau of Budget, Lauchlin
and the Y. W. C. A.
Currie, of the Executive Office of the
The house may be used for small
President and M. L. Wilson-of-t- he
parties
at 50 cents an evening. This
Department of . Agriculture will lead
includes
use of the kitchen.
discussions.

--

muchr-Discounting-whatI--

Federation

five-da- y
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Average Woosfer Male Detests Red
Nail Polish, Hip Sweaters and Boots

bal-lartc-

by

-

1

S.-Ja-

Presented

Mc-Creigh-

unpatriotic.)
The British' started a blitz
of their own in North Africa. Great
credit was given to American war
equipment. The best story tells about
By JEAN SMELTZ
an American Tomahawk colliding
What do the men of the Wooster campus expect of the girl they will
with an Italian Fiat, which broke into
carry over the threshold in the future, they hope? With this question on the
three pieces; the American plane retip of the tongue, your reporter looks around for a subject on whom to
turned to its airport with a bent
experiment. Oh, here comes a breath-takinvictim. He prefers to remain
wing.
anonymous, but he's tall, handsome,
The Germans started another very
inine curves.' And then He grows elo"
'lucessffir'pysK'YaFinto'tne: Crimea, athletic and "combs his hair. - "Mjr quent in the plea that the girls please
and also pressed dangerously close to wife?" he pauses, looks dreamy, and dress up a little for dates. By and
Moscow. Russians claim they have thinks again; and he spoke for the by, men love high heels.
stODDed the Moscow drive nnw but average-mal- e.
- Nowif or the qualification beneath
e
the situation is serious.
The following items t are the quali- the surface which make or break a
talks are none too fruitU.
happy home. Brains, ah yes, pur girl
fications for his
mate. Since
ful. The doves of peace seem to be
have intelligence. She must be
must
the appearance makes the first imfrightened by the Tokyo war drums,
able
carry. on a brilliant conversato
pression we'll stari with that. He isn't
which have been booming continual- but
woe unto her if she be too
tion
too particular about color of hair but
The
man must have the final
smart.
it would be nice if she happened to be
We launched another battleship,
and
say,
woman
must learn to fermez
blond. You know, the soft golden
'
the 35,000 ton "Indiana".
la
bouche.
hair type with big blue eyes to match.
LABOR The coal strike was set- What's this, our hero is approachHer hair should be arranged sim- ing the Shack. He looks adoringly at
net wwsii ui vsiiueu ivjuiB w uiRen
agreed to arbitrate. With labor and ply without extreme bangs and curls'. his date who minces beside him. Her
Boys seem to object to bright make- bright red mouth is wagging
industry equally represented, the
constantof power lies with Steelman, the up. Our hero says it's most hard for ly in senseless patter. Her curly dark
public's representative. That putshim mother to get lipstick out of handker- bangs drool gramorously over one
chiefs. He would like her to be the eye. Her blood red nails flash in the
in a hot spot.
COMICS
Joe Palooka breaks sweet natural type. Nail polish? The sunlight as she fingers her long strand
Brick Renshaw's jaw. Little Orphan male animal looks pained. He simply of wooden beads, knotted in the midcan't stand mil polish except for a dle. She is absolutely no good at any
Annie and Company escape.
'
THAT'S ALL And it doesn't seem dainty pink.
sports, and she doesn't have a brain
like
irr her;headrShe'r f aTf roirinaturaf",
have forgotten, the rest of the news extremes lof styles. Two items seem to in looks or actions but she always gets
is pure speculation. Perhaps we'd all stand out as particularly obnoxious,
her man. The world is littered with
be, a little happier if we'd skip the namely boots and those waist long wall flowers who let nature do all the
screaming headlines, and condense necklaces so popular this month, The work and take a man's word for what
the voluminous reports of those re- young man also objects to the hip he wants. That all goes to show to you
porters "in the know".
length sweaters which conceal .all fem- - that actions speak, louder than words.
WAR

Prayer"
7:00 p.m. "The Nature of God"
(Special music by Girls' Chorus)

Sponsor
Barn Dance Frolic

6pen-hous- e

The insignia

4

sub-topic-

'

W.

An
featuring a varied
and
program
refreshments
will be
Four Wooster. students, Ray Hud'
'
in
held
Bennett
the
Bob
House for the
Kerr, Murray Somers and
son,
Bob Geddes, will attend a "Confer- women students Friday, Nov. 28,
ence for Selected Economic Majors" from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. Martha
general chairman of the funcin Washington, D.C., on Nov. 28 to
;
tion, announces that this will proDec. 2.
vide an opportunity for women stu-- .
At this
conference such
dents to become acquainted with the
problems as the complications of all
Bennett house, and everyone is input defense, governmental

The loss of democracy, he fears,
ciation.
may be permanent this time. We
(Continued on Page

Conference

-

Gather at
House to Attend Program

KornfeldSpeakson

Education in Austria

k.
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Aus-ttianschopls.andniyersities-

asin

ting--char-acters
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Boles, Senate Okay
Wooster Economics
Cheerleader Letters Majors Will Attend

;-perhapshe-mosr-interes-

.

Tuesday, Dec. 2.
10:00 a.m. "The Rationale of

.

Self-Governme-

.

Sunday, Nov. 30.
Dr. Charles F. Wishart
. 11:00 a.m.
Monday, Dec. 1.
7:00 p.m. "The Nature of Man"
(Special music by Mr. and Mrs.
Parmelee)

The Rev. Dr. Bernard Iddings Bell,
D.D., of St. John's Cathedral, Providence, Rhode Island, will open the
1941 Week of Prayer lectures in Memorial chapel, on Monday .evening,
Dec. 1. The subject for the week is,
"God for Thinking and Troubled
People."
Dr. Bell will discuss "The Nature
of Man," in his opening lecture.
Monday; and the other
on
which he will speak at chapel and eve
ning services, are: "The Nature of
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is as
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Bell Speaks For
Week of Prayer
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Would Merely Intensify
The Causes of Hitlers

4.

These Seven People Plan Wooster' s Prayer Week Discussions

A-M-

rroi. Maintains U .3. entry

.

,

s

Entry Into War

...

.

BARNYARD FROLIC
The Y.M.CA. and Y.WX1A. will hold
joint barn dance in Douglas basement, Saturday, Nov. 29, from $ to 11 pjn. Tariff
"
is ZJ cents per couple. -
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STUDENT PRAYER MEETINGS
Student leaders will conduct naif hour

"Hundreds of thousands of small
industries are in danger
of permanent shut down because of
O. P. M. restrictions," Mr. James
Caldwell, president of the Wooster
Rubber Co. told members of THE
Corporation last night in Babcock
non-defen-

se

lounge.

'The small industry" with 180,000
plants in the United States has rough
ly 170,000 plants not encased in de
fense work and in the direct path
of the O. P. M. indirect liquidation
axe.

i

With necessity the mother of inven
tion the remaining 1 0,000 "under
dog" industries are ''using never
dreamed of substitutes in their products to make their production reach
an increase of 60
above normal
according to Mr. Caldwell.
The new synthetic rubber devel
oped by Dupont laboratories is now
being made with the cheap materials,
limestone, coal, and water, but is still
depending upon the utilization of its
to reduce the gigantic cost
of production- Great losses will be unavoidable for
all manufacturers who have large in
ventories purchased at present infUb
tion prices when the present war
emergency is over, and when commodity prices take the inevitable nosedive, Mr. Caldwell stated.
by-produ-

cts
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Unfair Salary Basis

of$9-forthe-xoonL-

The whole difficulty is that in the past some
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WALDRON

'NO-PUNC- H'

BANTAM-.VJEI6HWON "THE INTERFRflTERNTTY
BOXING CROWN AT THE
UNIV. OF MINNESOTA WITHOUT A
SINGLE FIGHT.' HE WAS THE ONLY
ONE,ENTtRED IN THIS DIVISION .

USELESS INFORAAATION
JTUDENTJ JPEND 21,000 HOURS

T

Our theory by its nature includes
two groups: the "professions
consist- ing of those who profess to 'know',
in a more complete and profound degree; and the students those who take
in trust what the professors say, by
virtue of their situation. Therefore,
professors leave their particular
fields to enter the foreign situation
they are violating the students' trust:
Merely as opinion their words
are weighted unduly because they are
'professors' and because students are
habituated to taking their words as
definitive to a greater degree than the
ordinary persons. (2) A professor
cannot 'know' anything about the

A

YEAR STANDING IN REGISTRATION
--

'

LINEJ

-

only fair to ask hat all sucL activities
be paid on a comparable basis. Either all should
be assured of a certain salary, or no one
should be paid. We commend the senate on its
attempt to remedy the situation, and hope
that we may see somejtangiblejresults.
Hs

"

;

'-

Another Walk, Please!"
As long as the college maintenance department is in the' mood for laying brick walks,
we feel that the time is opportune for a few
suggestions.. Recently a walk was constructed
through the field at the east side of Douglass
hall. Why this particular site was chosen we
have ho idea. But we do know that there are
certain paths on the campus" which could be
improved to better advantage than this seldom

Dear Editor:

ex-jpres-

.

But

and-brok- en-

,

We wouldn't have mentioned the subject,
but we feel that if walks can be built in out
of the way places such as the above mentioned
field, then surely there should be no objection
to a similar and much more popular project
involving the mud hole behind Severance.

Players Need Support
The drama "Ladies in Retirement" will be
presented by the speech department of the col'
lege tonight and for the two succeeding evenings. Few students realize that all of the
plays presented on the Little Theatre 6tage are
produced for their benefit and enjoyment.
Although the theatre, is usually filled to capacity at every performance; it is not because
of the student body. The townspeople sup
port the plays enthusiastically, but the absence of students from productions is often
quite conspirious.
It is to the student's advantage if he attends the many fine performances presented.
'Each play is chosen with the likes and dislikes of the student in mind. Each is cast with
players and is directed, under the
excellent tutelage of Dr. Lean and Mr. Kalten-bor--

nt

n.

This is one of the few things for which the
student will pay a minimum amount of money
and receive a miT'm"m amount of satisfaction
in return. "The directors, cast and stage crew
present
toil diligently for weeks
TheaThe
little
performance.
outstanding
an
support!
student
deserve
players
tre

1

Reveille Saturday awakes us to dress parade. .
But halt! who goes there? Why, it's the Y. M.
and Y. W.! (Is there treason in our ranks?)
This time they've ordered us rookies to drill
at a BARN DANCE. Novel and unusual, you
say with polite bewilderment, but since this
of informality, don't
seems to be a. week-enmiss out on this bit of fun, too.' You fellows
will be releasee! from guard-hous- e
duty, as this
-- week the gals are on the offensive and doing.
thejnviting. So look your barnish and make
your appearance at Douglass as the hours
prevail.
.
So when taps sounds Saturday evening,'
totter off to bed one and all tired but happy
with the memories that life'in this social army
xan turn out to be the best of fun.

I expressly stated to the club

that my own hatred of war was so
deep that I personally have not been
'able ' to take the extreme position.
There is still a zone, however shadowy, between complete peace and total war, and my, own stand is still to
urge total preparedness for defense-rather than an open stand for war.
Since the nation is officially committed to the defeat of Hitlerism, by

-

vari-perha-

ps

.

Sue MacMillan,
Member of Committee for
Freedom and Peace

.

Alas, what

WoosterTbut why der thi boys have to m
wear dark blue pants and the girls
navy skirts and dark red plaid shirts?
Larger colleges dress their cheerleaders in bright colored uniforms
that-ara show in themselves. There -should be no reason why Wooster isn't
equal to a' little show along this line
also.
:
e

Dear Editor:
Two people who have written to
As a suggestion how about putyou recently approve of the college's
flared yellow plaid skirts and
ting
having a paper 6r the city of Wooswhite gabardine shirts on the girls,
ter having one. Then why not the
and white gabardine trousers with the
Committee for Freedom and Peace?
yellow plaid shirts on the felsame
If the defendant has a lawyer, is
lows? There's lots of possibilities which
that not a reason for rather than
"againsf a lawyer for prosecution ycanstilLcarryouttheScotclL43laid
This is' a comparison rather than an but there shouldn t be any reason why
forced to return to the present
analogy for we would not label either we are
choice.
a
side of the issue here discussed as dethis
Perhaps
opinion
represents a
fense or prosecution nor would we
maybe
small
you never
minority,
or
say our two papers are in competition
similar
but
noticed,
suggestions
after
as is inevitable in a court room. In
by the Student Senate recently there
fact the Voice policy and the
obviously is a need for a change.
.

.
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A Sideliner

M.J.W.

--

A friend noticed MacDonald riding along
cycle. "How come ye buy1 that?" he asked.
"Well, 'twas like this," said MacDonald,
Janet the other evening, and when we came to
she said, 'I love ye, MacDonald; I love ye so
ye like.' So when I had thought it over a bit
-

:

.

Judge: "Now, sir, you may if you

jury"

.;.

the street on a woman's

bi-

wish, challenge

any member of the
.

Prisoner: "Well, I'm not in very good condition but I think I can
beat hell out of that little guy on the
Tech.
end!"-r-Ca-

"Do you know the shape of a kiss?"
"No."
"Well, kiss me and we'll call it square."

se

-

'

-

Head All Activities
Editor's Note: Garry Cleveland
Meyers, psychologist and lecturer,
appeared before audiences in
Wooster a few weeks ago. Scheduled to appear before the college
chapel, Dr. Meyers found it im
possible to meet the engagement
in the morning but held
conferences with Wooster
students in the afternoon. Both
Mr. Meyers and his wife are editors of the magazine "Children's
Activities."
per-son-

al

.

'

column this

Garry Cleveland Meyers, Ph.D.
.
L - I. .
t
i
i
rv.: tne
inuring
last two aecaaes the
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of class activities has been growing.
So have opportunities in this direction.
The school and college newspaper
and public press have stimulated this
ideal." Placing oft the football or base-- "
ball team or being known about the
school or college as a leader in ever
so many
activities
makes good news items.' These also
afford interesting topics of conversation for students outside the classroom
and an escape from worries over
--

extra-curricul-

ar

.

classes

In most high school and college
groups, excellence in scholarship alone
does not get a student very far in the
estimation of his school or college
mates. The book-woris not important on the campus.
As a result, manv of the ablent
scholars in high school and college
are wearing themselves out trying to
do too- many things. With only so '
many hours a day at their disposal,
thev keen nn tUolr
1
ing if they do by using
fof
8t dy that they need fof g,
or
m

.

"

w

Too Few Students

.

"

-

,axation
inese same studenfs are sometimes
,
,
,
r ibothi the
i
satisfies
i
swine fans and the "Jf-J
by various organizations of
dratted
sweet fans (we do not mean the fe- - the
community. Usually the student in
male,) ,s th.s one. With excellent ar- - most activities
flt schoo,
most
rangements and capable section men in the
community. While in "the long
possessing the ability to do them jus- - run
b; participation
un nis
rriV:n.: - in community
. .
,
.
,
.
tice, Miller is close to the top in pop- - activities
activities
i
is otr more permanent value
,
.
., ,
...
ulanty. His soloists, although not than
t,a,.,v;
man
participation in activities at
.
lnf P'ng, school, the larger pressure to be in
.
nanu.e meir assignments weu. une many things and excel
in them comes
will find at least one of Miller's re- - (mm tU
cording, in almost every juke box
I wish we might persuade the youth
.thecountrjv-- a facrwhich pr0ve,-ihigh school and college to use his
hi. wide,preadLPopular.ty. And, with head and
not be carried away by
Ajersatile-combinationjrone-n'h-

iclr

.

...
r'TT.

-T-

s"'"

kei-iamo-cFirr.

.

.
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"I was walking out with
a darkish part of the moor,
much I'll give ye anything
I took her bicycle."
.
Akron Buchtelite- -

'

"

can't write about the current
.
,
,
war situation. w
We never have the op- pvi bunny ku u.c me ivulu9 laumuuii!
ist" or "interventionist" in this strip.
(Our spirit has just gone up fifty
per cent because we used them just
now) . No one, to our knowledge, calls
.us names (except the editor and proof,
readers). Physically we have scarcely
ever been attacked or even threatened
by people who hold opposing views.
Of course, in saying this ye disregard the several boulders which have
whizzed past our ears during the last
few weeks, thrown ' no doubt by the
hands of lovers of Guy Lombardo,
Wayne King, and other bands of
equally high musical quality.
Geographically, this column is located precariously in the vicinity of
both the editors column and the "Letters to the editor" like a poor little
lamb out in a cyclone.
Wehave had " several requests' by
those Wooster night - owls who are
still listening to the radio at 11:30 to
write about Glenn Miller's band which
broadcasts at that time and also at
lam. The outfit ts now playing at the.
Cafe Rouge, Hotel Pennsylvania m
New York City.
,

b

FORj TOUEa FI9BASUK0E9

:
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Dear Editor:
Hoot MonI C'mon Scots!
With an enthusiastic student body
waiting anxiously to cheer our Scots
on, why can't we have a cheerleading
uni- team without those funeral-draforms? Granted, the plaid symbolizes

s,

snow-shovel-

AH airs
of JVof e
an orphan

Need Uniforms

ment in many matters. We agree that
democracy and free speech are to be

sit-wh- en

-- professorial perspective,
Outside of the classroom all utterances can or should be recognized
as the just exertion of every private
citizen's right to muse, speculate and
propound if he is so moved. Any in- -

,

-

wailing the growing insanity rate,
wrought by the increasing complexity
of life. For in the present Russian
uation lurks insurgent schizophrenia;,
pht personality. We tremble at the
excruciating efforts of mei, oHce hap-(1- )
spades spadel, now
PY m calling
pointing out their likeness to hearts or
even
in the interest of
national defense. Here is indeed a
pregnant metaphysical dilemma, both
of its horns swelling with malignance.

manner properly connected with the
professions, i.e.'
profoundly, and
through investigation of every or at
least many sides of the matter. And
every side of the matter cannot be
and will not be known in the proper

Sincerely,

L-

Schizophrenia
Another danger that we see is. re,-lated to the shudders that rack us as
we read of phychiatrists
daily be-

Joreignsitua

--

Writer Favors 'Whisper'
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.
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top for a long while.

Library

mn

on

itien he wou

wie
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d rp.r.
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major activity and try .to do well in it
and not dissipate his energies over

many. All else being equal, he should
choose an activity in which he
must
work and play with a number of h
WILDES, H. E.
reuows and learn to get along with
Anthony Wayne, Trouble Shooter them. Of course, if he only knew,
of the American 'Revolution.
A he might grow most in this direction
lengthy biography, giving a series of right in his "classroom and rocriilatU..
.
bortraits of Wavna
Um in an. schnnl auinrlr
-- "- -"
lumvacing the nice
ciety and in politics.
amenities of social grace toward other
EINZIG, PAUL
students, and always being considerate
Europe in Chains. A description of of their rights and feelings.,
how '.'nations defeated by Nazi Ger- Just a small portion of the student
many are condemned to slow starva- - body leads the activities and stands
tion or, to slave labour for the bene- - out in them. This very fact takes some
"
fit of the. conquerors." '
of the good personal qualities from
LEECH, MARGARET K.
lonely timid student who; needs
r

Recommends

--

Anon.

-

First drunk: (Driving along on a

dark1

night): "We're coming to a

city.
Second drunk: "How do you know?"
First drunk: "We're hitting more people."

d

1

,

various congressional acts as well as by
presidential pronouncement,- - if. our
present task of serving as arsenal of
the democracies and of delivering the
goods where they are most needed
does not prove adequate for the goal,
we will be compelled to take more
drastic action. But I am not urging
such action as an obvious necessity
of the. present day. There are other
distortions of my views expressed in
this same article, but they are less
important than the misleading headline.
Yours faithfully,
Aileen Dunham.

"

8-1-

But we disagree on three other issues: ' whether isolation is possible,
whether there is such a thing as a
justifiable war, and whether we have
the right to let Britain lose. Since we
feel under no obligation to let the
Voice editor decide just how the dis-- .
cussion of these issues shall be portioned to' the campus and since we
are asking no outsiders for financial
support, or even demanding support
from members but only depending on
the honor system, the Whisper will be
continued as long as we feel that it is
the best way to present to the campus
.our undistorted reasons in full for
our choice of the two evils.
--

of course, familiar with the arguments of those Americans who do
take such a stand and' I respect them.

.

The most obvious place for a walk is of
course the heavily traveled route from the
library to the Shack. Everyone is familiar with
treeroots-whic- h
theTmud ,dustr slush?
plague the frequenters of this path.
Often the situation becomes so bad in the
spring that students are forced to use the long-e- r
and more circuitous route.

sed

iateU. Sr"Entryint6War"r I anv

Attention! Chin up shoulders back hey
you! pull in some of those extra pounds you
appended during Thanksgiving furlough Since
dutycalls here we are reporting back for in- spection, so let's keep that line straight,
shoulder those pens and pencils and forward
march.
And in the first rank seem to be the Y.' W.'
girls who rate barracks inspection "Fffisiy afternoon. It's housewarming time at the BENNETT HOUSE, the new abode for the Tea
Jrlquse,, (just north of Holden) so from 3:30-5:3- 0
there's a standing invitation to everyone
drop
in for a looksee,. chatowhile arid be.
to
properly imbued with warmth and the spirit
of friendliness.
At - ease Friday night, we find a bevy of
regiments out for a good time. Hey corporal
"ladies first! So it's MILLER MANOR bom- ,barding the social ladder by a combination
Open House and Scavenger Hunt. It's unpredictable what with the gals on a hunt (not a
for the men are part of the "chasseurs" this time), but whatever the quest, it's
certain they'll find plenty of laughter and mer- riment before 1 1 p.m. rolls around. And then
there's SIXTH SECTION who will patrol '
Galpin
p.m. is their sentry duty. Sweaters should be very much in evidence 'as Gen.
Beem announces it's a sweater dance and promises that as an added feature of the entertain- mentereilLbe-noveltydanc-es
as well as
that regular, sedate stuff called jitterbugging.
And KKK SEVENTH SECTION gives the
gals a break too. Out on maneuvers trek the
clan at 6 to a weiner roast, defying cold hands
and feet and the protesting wails of their fair
companions. It's to be brusque, rough and
tough and in the same spirit will they retrace
their steps later to Douglass for a tramp dance.
And when the tide of battle turns at 11, it.
will leave the "reddened" army at their doors
much rewarded for their outdoor adventure. ,
LIVINGSTONE LODGE confines its activ
ity more to the indoors what with an open
house on the docket. Conservative but fun is
the' concession and so there's a jolly good time
in store for the lads and their dates from 7:30-11- .
8-1-

.

I write to protes the accuracy of
the Voice's reporting of my views concerning our foreign policy which I
before Congressional CJub
on Nov. 10. I especially protest the
headline, "Dunham Favors Immed- -

man-hun- t,

crossed field.

cherished and that war is terrible.
We agree that we are faced with two
evils and must choose.

Dunham Protests Story

By Jo

hap-pen-

general-proportio-

;

Letters to the Editor of the Voice

MEMOS trom
the DATE BOOK

some change may be made

jto

-

,

n

.

in the .financial status of the college publica-tions- .
The Index editor and business manager
are certain of a fixed salary before they even
begin "their project, but the Voice must stand
s
entirely on its own feet. Even if there
to be a profit, it is split six ways, but if
the paper should happen to show a deficit,
the Voice staff would be liable for the differ'

in-.order.-

L

"

a,J;?3ms nowZiavej; trtision

wanted to make some' comment upon
phase of student-facult- y
relations
which has become keener in direct
to developments of the
foreign situation. We have hesitated
because we, realize one must
proceed cautiously these days before
uttering ' something strange and new
in a world ever ready to cry, "J'ac-cuseiHowever, aware of the accusation of impertinence which may be
cast at us, we proceed, also mindful
much to our surprise of the possibility that we might really be original.
Taking another bold step in an obvious attempt to gain a reputation of
profundity we shall call this comment, "A Philosophy of Professor-domBefore going any further we
hasten to add that any. similarity .to
any idea, living or dead, is purely co- incidental and if it is dead it won't
".

Now

s

entirely gratis.

all-stude-

rPKf
J
P

II

Gladly.

--

One classic example is the distinction made
between the stage crew of the Gum Shoe Hop,
and that of the Color Day pageant. "The
former are paid directly by die senate, while
the latter must give their time and services

-

AAVVSafl
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a

twenty-seveplus two
Nine times three-iis twenty-nine- .
What happened to the other
..
dollar? By J.B.

persons have received very adequate compensa'
tion for their work in plays, publications and
various senate'Sponsored projects, while others,
expending an equal amount of energy, have
been grossly underpaid, or have had no salary
guarantee at all.

.

T

-

ar

employees.

- o

i

.

.
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Are you a whiz in math?
Neither are we, so we both won't be able
to solve this one: It seems that three- men
entered a hotel and rented a room for which
they paid $30.
Later, the desk clerk realized he had charged
too much for the room and sent a bellhop up
with a $5 refund. "It will," thought the bell'
hop, ""be too much trouble to divide five by
three." So he gave each of the three guests $1,
, which meant that each had paid a net total

The Student Senate recently appointed a
committee to investigate all paid
positions on the campus, and to recommend any changes which it deemed necessary
in the present set'up. The survey deals only
with those jobs which are self supporting or
under jurisdiction of the senate. This natural'
ly excludes all NYA workers and the college

--I-

.

of War an beasts intoa
classroom violates an essential ingred-on- e
ient of learning (the components of ,
which a liberal arts college is
n
ly supposed to embody) ; the calm, '
unhurried consideration of ideas,
ous schemes of values, necessary
truths.
Some time, ago this . column commented upon the strain the American
public was undergoing in adjusting
itself to the change in color of the
word "Red". We T didn't lalizejhen
how great a difficulty it really Was. It
struck us the other day therefore, that
if Russia is defeated, while it may be
hard on the Russe, it will certainly
simplify life here In America, particularly among those of good capitalist, Presbyterian stock. For from our
- midst has passed an. unquestioned
evil,
All sorts of emphatic-connotati- ons
upon the words, Red, Soviet, Stalin,
matter. resurrection is out of our Communist etc., are dying of malnufield and not our intent; perhaps, how- trition. We see in this a distinct danger to national unity for one of our
ever, our hope.
outstanding unanimities has fallen.
Theoretically Speaking
For

JACK AND JILL

ASSISTANTS

ence.

VC-J-

i

(as Walt Whitman might have written it)
I celebrate the personality of Jack!
I love his dirty hands, his tangled hair, his loco
, ...
motion blundering.
hands
his
I sing.
Each wart upon
Paeans I chant to his hulking shoulder blades,
Also Jill!
Her I celebrate.
I, Walt, of unbridled thought and tongue,
Whoop her up!
What's the matter with Jill?
Oh, she's all right!
Who's all right? .
Jill!
.

Schroeder, John Gebhardt,
Edith Beck. Herb ErvUC Lo
Phyllis Johiuoo, Roger Beck, Margaret Neely, Peggy Welsh,
Betty McPhee, Ellen Vsugh. Ed Morris. Betty Piatt. Nancy
Ruth. John Stalker. Ed Fisher, Marjorie Page. Kenneth Cohen.
Norman Wright.

We suggest that

l
A

Ih I

-

Grace Ohki,

extra-curri-cul-

.

us

1

letter from the Wooster
Campus Committee for the Promulgation and
Propagation of Pulsating Poetry asking us to
give space to Charles Battell Loomis' famous

We recently had

STAFF ASSOCIATES
Hilnet Keichel. Eugene Murdock,
Martha Stark,

st Ad Libbing

of

UNWKsrrv
Missouri
LAW SIUOeMT, CONSIDERS
THE LOSS OF A LEG NO
HANDICAP. HE HAS BEEN
CHEER LEADER FOR FIVE
YEARS, WON SEVERAL
JITTER-BUCONTESTS,
DRIVES A CAR AND CAN
ROLLER SKATE

The Cornell Widow

Business Manager

SMtcrthwaita
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t)
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Nariood Advaroaii
Naw Yotfc. N. Y.

A,
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Scientists have definitely proved that the
bumble bee has not enough wing space with
which to fly. However, the bumble bee does
not know this and flies anyway.
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by A.C.P.

CAMPUS CAMERA

The Low, the Lowly Jingle Fellowship sends
- .'
'
us this one: tt:
There was an old sculptor named Phidias
uwlywwledge- - of art was invidious.
.
He carved Aphrodite
Without any nightie,
Which startled the

MliMwUrM

DMImm
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Thursday, November 27, 1941

(

A candidate for, the police force . was being verbally examined. "If
you were by yourself in a 'police car and were being pursued by a desperate

bandof criminal4nanother.iLjotogQilesper
'
--

do?"

if

ReveUle-in-Washingtonrl860-1865.ch-experienceosrPare-

nt!shd--A

'

;
.

"Fifty," promptly replied the candidate.

.

Akron Buchtelite
Incidentally, money doesn't make a fool out of
makes money out of a fool.
.

&

girl

as

often as a girl

"detailed picture of the Washing,
ton of the Civil War . ; .. the day
by day life . . . how th people lived
and what they wore,' what, they ate,"
how the'y dressed, and'. ... how they
thought."

teachers should by persuasion, and in
me instances by coercion, see that
certain youths engage in fewer out-oclass activities and that a much larger
group pf them participate in these
activities."
f.

'
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Twenty Lettermen - - Eleven Potentialities
,

a

JOHN STRANAHAN

By

Voice Sports Editor

,

The frost is on the pumpkins and
the football pants are in the mothballs or something like that. Perhaps
it is too late to be talking about a
game that was played almost two
weeks ago, but I would like to pay
one last tribute before the records are
'

officially closed.

r

Now that- football season is over
Kate" Eicher," Vigrass," Halter," Glatz,'
and Stoneburner have given the bas
ketball team the incentive to get down
to business. The team this year may
not possess the polish of last year's
quintet but, on the other hand, com
petition for each position will be
much keener and the result will be
a scrappier team than we had last
year. Captain. Kate and Rich Sproull
seem to have two starting positions
for sure but the' other three starters
are still a mystery. Hudson and Kath- -

s

,

f

.

--

Five Wins - - One Loss - - One Tie Swimming Squad
Drills For lie ols;

.
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Plan
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game was a
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Munsdn's Routine Makes
a Well Conditioned team

s

7
5

1

4

:

I

,.'

fact this game' was an ' almost
exact - duplication of - the - Case
game except for one fact and that
was that Wooster could yell
bloody murder instead of begging
for mercy as they had to in the
Case game. It will be a long time
before any Wooster coach has
four players who can lug the ball

erman, two sophomores, look good
and will probably see a lot of action.
The main drawback of the team so
far is their lack of scoring punch.

-

will Bob

and Healey nor

Prentice,

Coach Johnny Swigart's brand of
football combines sound fundamentals
which all
with a dash of razzle-dazzl- e
cooks up to a cake of dynamite that is
liable to explode any minute. Wooster
scored 109 points to their opponent's
74. Taking away 40 points scored by
Case leaves a mere 34 points in six
games, which is a good defense in
any league.
.
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Captain Harry ".Ditch of ,
Ohio was chosen by the
ConUnited Press. on its
ference team. Ditch is one of the
greatest halfbacks in Wooster's
football history. Harry is a triple
threat back whose running, and
kicking have helped the Scots to

Ritt-ma- n,

Wooster has many .traditions
but there is one custom that seems
to be rather old fashioned and
could bring about a lot of good
.results if it were abolished. This
tradition is that boys and girls
sit in separate sections of the
stadium and the gym at football
and basketball games. It is not my
intention to become a great reformer or to start another "something committee", but I do think
- relations
that
here at
l
Wooster have reached such a
state that neither parties will lose
anything by mixing and to. my
way of thinking something would

;

All-Ohi-

--

o

a winning season.

Seventh Wins Touch

boy-gir-

,

Why is it that the school is trying
hard to make a success of coeducational eating, a thing which few
people seem to want? Yet the ad
ministration will not let boys and girls
sit together at athletic events, a thing
that everybody seems to favor.

The trouble that Wooster has
-

i

always had with the, students razz- ing the basketball officials might
be solved if the fairer sex were
permitted toi mingle with the
males. In previous years and I
imagine it will continue this year,
the boys have felt free to call .the
officials anything from a "bum"
on up. If there happened to be a
few ladies within shouting distance the razzee might not be so
free with his blessings.

Crown; Fifth Second

.

so

-

f

--

The touch football league finished
with Seventh winning nine games and
losing none, therefore laying claim
to both the Kenarden and Independ
ent League championships. Captain
Totten, Buchanan, Streeper, . Shutt,
Douglass, Strong,' Westbrook, and
Narten composed the winning team.
Fifth finished second with "eight wins
and one loss, while. Third finished
third with five victories against two
defeats and two ties.
.

-

The Wayne County

-

Seventh

9

Fifth
Third

8

In the first quarter Kate twice
broke through the .Wittenberg line
to block punts, and set the stage for
two early touchdowns. It was a beautiful quick kick by Captain Ditch that
chased Wittenberg back to their own
4 yard line, and set the stage for
Kate to block a punt. Deidrick fell
on the bounding ball on the two and
one-hal- f
yard line, and Ditch took it
over on 'two smashes into the line.
Shinn booted the pigskin between the
uprights and the score stood 7 to 0.
A second Wittenberg .punt blocked
by Kate gave the Scots the ball on the
seven yard line and from there Kate
tossed a flat pass to Shinn for the
second touchdown. Shinn's place kick
failed, and the score was 13 to 0 as
the second quarter opened. Th'is pe
riod was featured by a 37 yard jaunt
through the center of the Wittenberg
line by Ditch which added six more
points to the Wooster total. i

0

tioning smoothly took the ball and in
Tied
one long drive over for their fourth
0
touchdown, A. pass from Kate to
Shinn culminated the march and gave
the Scots a 26 point advantage. It
2
wasn't until the middle of the fourth
0
quarter that Wooster hit the pay2
off zone again. Kate taking a direct
1
pass from center, faded far back,
0
but being unable to find a receiver,
Ihe" pigskinlinder his arm
2
sped
18 yards for. a touchdown.
and
1
Shinn added the extra point and it

5

10

Second

5

4

Sixth

4

3

First

2

5

Fourth

2

6

Douglass I

1

2

1

4

1

4

1

5

0

0

3

0

.

As a fitting climax to their 1941
season, the ' Wooster Scots levelled
their heavy artillery on a supposedly
strong Wittenberg team, and literally
bombarded them off the field, 39 to
0. With seniors Harry Ditch-a- nd
Karl Kate leading the way, Wooster
pushed over six touchdowns for one
of their most sensational victories in
recent years.

In the second half the Scots func

The' final standing. 7
Lost
7 Won

2

i

ked

II

Ninth
Douglass

National Bank

--

.

Douglass

III

F.O.C.

he-tuc-

,

0

Public Square and Weft Liberty

was 33 to 0.

Long runs by John Healey and Bill
Vigrass were the highlights of the
games' warring minutes. Healey's fine
runback'of an interrupted pass how- -

evefavnuflifiedbyBTT

tf

E!

interrupted another Wittenberg aer
ial and with a dazzling display of
broken field running traveled 40 yards
to the visitors 1 yard line. Kate hurd
led over the line for the game's final
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Coach Mose Hole has posted the
schedule for practice for intramural
Basketball games on the bulletin board
in the gym. Running the basketball
setup the same as last year, Mose is
giving each team a chance to get in a
few practice tilts before the season
opens after Christmas vacation.

Saturday's games are as follows:
Douglass I
Kenarden I
vs
Douglass II
vs
Kenarden II
Douglass III
Kenarden, III.lZvs
Douglass IV
vs
Kenarden IV
- vs
Douglass V
Kenarden V
.

TRUST OFFICERS
B. C.

-

"

-

V

V

;'

v

"

'

''''

The players, from left to right are: back row Alfred Spreng, Gordon Morkel, Philip Hofmann, Jack Emmett (student manager), William Bingaman,
John Ervin, Carl Robinson, Curzon Ferris, Jack Boyce (student manager), Third row Coach John Swigart, Coach Carl B. Munson, Roger Stoneburner, Charles Colwell, John Smeltz, Elgin Deidrick, Frank Smith, Coach William Schroeder, Coach L. C Boles, Dr. George Jacoby. Second rowWilliam Balloon, John Healey, Robert Prentice, Harry Ditch, Richard Sproull, Karl Kate, Harry Eicher, Carl Boyer, William Shinn. Front row William Vigrass, Richard West, Mike Horvath, William Glatz, Charles Weiss, John Clay, Jay Lehman, Don Halter, Andrew Goheen, and Dan Simon.

Fighting Lutherans Never
Get Offensive Chance as
Scots Roll Up Big Lead

l

-

.

be gained.

M(

39-0-

who played one of the best games
of his career against the Lutherans, be soon forgotten.

..
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Wooster Rolls Over Wittenberg, ;
Lellermen Elect Shinn to Captain
Team Shows Top Form of '41 Season Team at Annual Athletic Banquet

as well as Ditch, Kate, Vigrass,

That's the latest in men's wear.

CONGRATULATIONS TO
Coach Swigart and

camel colors.

Anncrt's

Football Team
For a Fine Season

WomttCti

20 Players Win

1

.

BILL SHACK

"W's"

As School's Reward

8

1- 2-

DAY and NIGHT

LIBERTY CLEANERS

1

,

William Shinn of Wooster

chosen to captain

the, 1942

was

football

Blustery weather indicates a change
The coveted award of all football
team at the 27th annual banquet of
of program for the girls. Yes siree, players, a letter, was awarded to 20
the Athletic Association on Tuesdayv
this is that week you've been waiting members of the 1941 football team.
Nov. 25. Shinn has, been:' an out
f oTtNow-yo- u
may trotover-to-th- e
Ofthese207sixareseniors, six-a-re
standing performer in the Wooster
gym any Tuesday or Thursday night juniors, and eight are sophomores.
backfield for two seasons, and his
or Saturday morning to play bad
Captain Harry Ditch, Bob Prentice sparkling defensive play has drawn
minton. Most of you love to play or and Karl Kate received miniature gold
favorable comment from many of the
else you would like to learn. There's
footballs for three year's service as coaches
of opposing teams. Besides
room for both; instructions given lettermen.
John Healey was awarded being a good defensive back, Bill's
gratis. When you have worked up
a football pin which is the award educated toe accounted for three field
enough steam, there is a tournament given
to a player who has won two goals and made nine out of 13 atin the offing. Come on over and have letters. Bill Vigrass received his first
tempts for extra points. His three
some fun! Another thing that makes award, a "W" sweater, along with touchdowns brought his total scoring
this a red letter week is the beginning Dan Simon.
to 36 points which tied him with Capt
Carl Boyer, Harry Eicher, Bill tain Harry Ditch for top honors in
of tumbling on Saturday morning at
11. Guaranteed to remove all signs of Shinn, and Bill Balloon were the the point getting department.
("rels to be juniors who" won their second letter,
bodily stiffness. Set how
while Charles Colwell and Don Haldaring on a trapeze (milder forms
ter were presented with their first
of twists and turns are yours for the awards.
asking). Then again if you are seekThe backbone of the team, the
ing an outlet for adventurism, also sophomores, had eight lettermen, Rogdaring and thrilling, try Holden base- er Stoneburner, John Smeltz, Mike
Deidrick,
Frank
ment Tuesday and Thursday nights at Horvath, Elgin
Bill Glatz, Bill Bingaman, and
Smith,
7. You will learn to be on guard! !,
Andy Goheen.
'
advance, retreat, and under forceful
circumstances, to lunge. That's right1 ' The season was a big success and
much credit is due to the coaching
fencing.
staff, John Swigart; L. C. Boles, athOur Cabin is really taking on new
letic director; Carl B. Munson, line
appearances
surrounding wooos
freshman
coach; Bill Schroeder,
'
cleared, council - ring equipped with
BILL-coach; and Mose Hole, who did some
made,
now
and
log
"squatums'
rustic
of the scouting.
SHINN
it's an outdoor fireplace, just the spot
steaks,
the
in
Scots
woodsy'
were
The
up
runners
and
stews
for those
Shinn is another of the long list of
Ought to be more reasonable weather Ohio Conference along with several Wooster High School athletes who
coming up. Why not try it? Just other teams. Case was declared the have gone on to successful athletic
unofficial winner.
sign up in the gym office.
careers at the college It wasn't until
his senior year in high school that
Shinn moved to Wooster as he form
erly went to Canton McKinley High
School. At Wooster High, he quickly
won a position in the General's reg
ular backfield where he sparked the
FIRST TEAM
team
to an undefeated season.
Pursuing the policy of always stick
Seventh
Narten, L.E.
The banquet was attended by the
ing our necks out at the wrong time,
Seventh
Buchanan, C.
football and basketball squads,
entire
the Voice Sports Staff has endeavored
Sixth
Hudson, T.
All-Sta- r
lettermen in other sports, the
touch
the
all.
Kenarden
pick
a
to
Seventh
Douelass. R.E.
the-- reshman foot
I
eerleadersand
football team. With the aid of capth
Crandell,
f
Coach
ball
McConnell
Section,
team.
John Swigart pre
tains
t
Third
Cordova, H.B.
sented' the letter winners with "W"
of Second Section, Cordova of Third
Cope", H.B.
Fifth
and the lettermen from other
sweaters,
Section, Hanna of Fourth Section,
..Seventh
Strong, F.B.
were
introduced by the coaches.
sports
Cope of Fifth Section, Beck of Sixth
SECOND TEAM
Section, and Totten of Seventh Sec
.Fifth
;Relph, L.E.
In speaking of the retiring letter-metion the team was selected.
.Seventh
Westbrook, C
both Swigart and Boles claimed
Third
Dunlap, T.
Each captain was asked to select
that Harry Ditch, the retiring capThird
Shriver, R.E.
a first and second team. Any member
tain is one of the greatest halfbacks
Lowry, Q.B.
-- .Second
selected on the first team received two
ever to wear the black and gold of
..Fifth
Craven, H.B.
votes and the members of the second
Wooster. Kate was also hailed by the
Fifth
Katherman, H.B. .
team received one vote. Although not
coaches as one of the finest passers in
Seventh
Totten, F.B.
every player was placed at the position
Wooster's football history.
he usually played because of conflict
HONORABLE MENTION ing votes, an endeavor was made to
Duncan, (Sixth) ; Webb, Kuhn,' Er-- ateam as vin,- (Fifth) ;. ConracL. (Sixth)
present-- as possible.
Marsh, (Third); Netherton, McCon-nel- l,
Lefevre, (Second) ; Streeper,
John Strong of Seventh was made
Watch, Clock, & Jewelry Repairing
honorary captain because he received (Seventh) ; Hall, Brown, (First) ;
215 B. liberty
Phone 893-- L
the most votes of any man on the Hanna (Fourth); Homan, (Freshman) . .
squad.
.
--

.

1

.

-

.

.

rouch Football Captains Pick Team
of Outstanding Stars in Kenarden Loop
,

pre-eeaso-

n

free-styl- e

free-styl-

-

Six Veterans

Unfortunately Greene graduated last
year along with lackadaisical "Mouse"
Morse, who was a great swimmer when
he was serious. The senior lettermen
are Curly Westbrook and Bob Dun-la- p,
owners of two monograms, and
Bob Steiner who got his first letter last
year. In addition to holding the Wooster record for the ?0 yard free-stylWestbrook (plus Steiner) is chief hell-rais-er
of the squad. The versatile Dan
Miles, Arch Duncan, and Bob Leasing
are juniors after their ' second "W".
Duncan swims much better than averLessing swims freeage back-strokstyle, and Miles does everything, ale,

e,

though majoring in the longer freestyle event. Ed McGee, Phil Hofmann
and Jim Vitella added points last
year, although they did not get letters.
Munson may be able to assorti few
point getters from last year's freshman numeral winners; these boys are
Neely, McMillan, Morris, Hanna, and
Koran. There is also a possibility of
untried Frank Smith, Jim Hope, and
Dick Shreffler reporting for practice.
.
Divert Missing
Munse
oudook
This year
says the
"is only fair". However, to less prejudiced observers it appears that Wooster as usual will winf more than they
lose. Wooster is sadly lacking in the
diving department . though.
Unless
Miles can be converted into a diver,
among his other marine antics, anybody that can fall off the end of the
board has a chance at this post.
.

The . schedule will likely include
most of Qtir old opponents, although
no definite schedule has been set up.
Our foes will include Oberlin, Case,
Muskingum,' Kent, Kenyon, Bowling
Green, and others.
.

.

Q-B.-J-

if

HalL-of-Firs-

n,

--

well-balance-

d

Many of the bovslsre looking ahead
to a warm Christmas vacation at Fort
Lauderdale, Florida. Here the National Intercollegiate Swimming Meet is
held each. year at the mammoth Fore
Lauderdale pooL Annually over three
hundred college boys come from all
over the United States to 'get in
shape' here. The training is climaxed
by an East-Weswimming meet with
the top swimmers representing the two
sections. Last year some of our boys
were on the victorious Western team.
st

SHOP AT THE

L-Jon-

-F.-H.-HAM-

es,

ILTON-JEWBLBR

the

MISTER SHOE SALE

Shop

M-.Q'Neil

142 East Larwul Street

Beautiful Suedes and Suede Trims in black, brown-lo- w
high heels
spectators and dressy types.

$2.00

-

$3.00

-

$5.45

.

Mrs. Earl A. Snyder, Prop.

COLLIER PRINTING Co.

Bever and North Streets

Phone 400

or

Printed and Engraved Stationery

and up

IeC. Smith and Corona
Portable Typewriters

CITY TAXI

--

Former Wooster General
Ties Capt. Harry Ditch
For Individual Scoring

For. Outstanding Flay

By ILENB SMITH

1941

Comes in maroon, maize, or
-

A life of leisure ended for the
aspirants to C. B. M union's swimming
team with the close of football season
Nov. T 15. Nov. "17 the grind began. Munse's boys are always in shape
by the time the intercollegiate meets
start, not because they have lived on
a lake all summer, but- because their
Coach always drives them hard. A typical program for the team is fifty laps
are swum using
warm! up; twenty-fiv- e
only the hands, the remainder using
only the feet. Then the added attraction of racing a goodly number of
laps follows. When twilight falls, the
local tanks ters consider it a lucky day
if they have swum a mere hundred
laps in practice. Because the team is
always in shape, Scotsmen can usually
boast a good percentage at the season's end, even though
hopes are meager. Wooster's swimming coach is mighty good. A classic
example of Coach Munson' ability
is furnished by Howey Greene, who
couldn't swim when he arrived as a
freshman here at Wooster. When
Munse got through with him last year
(Howey was still alive) Greene held
the school records for the 100 yard,
200 yard, 220 yard, and 440 yard
events, and shared in the
holding of the 300 yard medley relay
e
relay- events.
and 400 yard
Yes, one learns., a lot of swimming under Munson's tutelage.

1

In

good game to finish the season.

Trip

Loss of Greene Hits Team;

V

i

.

The Wittenberg

Xmas

."OSffS"

-

K

Three

HOUSESLIPPERS--Ne- w

styles for women, men, children

We service alt makes of typewriters
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Student Union May Be Ready or Use in Early February

I. S. S. Sets Up

Thursday, November 27, 1941

Cfi

Service Bseaii-Fo- r
Civic Study k

CHAPEL

Leaders Discontinue

Eating Due

Lack of

Co-operati-

Friday,

to

The experiment in
eating has
been discontinued until further notice
due to lack of
on the
part of the students who were in
volved in the experiment, according to
the leaders of the plan.
"If a more fool proof method can
be worked out for the
d
eating
the trial will be resumed; otherwise it
will be indefinitely dropped," said
Jack Strang, one of the leaders of the
student conducted experiment.
It was found that students failed to
follow the
eating schedule on
the assigned night,, thus thronging
the dining rooms which had been left
for
eating. Since
this condition was growing steadily
worse the leaders decided to discontinue the experiment" until more satis
factory plans, if any, can be made.
Lois Wilson and Aleeta Brown are
the other two present leaders of the
trial, and were two of the originators
of the co-eeating plan. '
co-e- d

Bureau Aids Conferences,
Provides Study Material
For Teachers," Students

::::::::-

-x

:.:.y

co-operati-

lr--J

J

.

.

and
vT

xL

Conferences on topics of political, social and economic interest.
The first such gathering will be a five
day session, Nov. 28 to Dec. 2, for
economic majors on the subject of
"Economic Issues Relating to Defense." Government officials will lead
the discussions. Ray Hudson, '42, and
Bob KmfSl, Murray Somers, '42,
and Bob Geddes, '42, will attend this
v
conference.

Sfe

,

1)

V

There has been noticeable progbe begun. Although it is impossible to
ress in the construction of the 'Stu.definite date as the date of
dent Union building in the past few name any
completion, the administration hopes
weeks. It is expected that the brickwill be ready for use by Feb.
layers will soon have the structure that it
'
'
1, 1942.
enclosed, so that interior work may
Half of the basement of the build2) Aid to teachers and individual
ing will be given over to the library
Opposes
students collecting material for spefor storage space, which will 'relieve
:

Ellsworth

cial studies, to those desiring information about specific legislation, careers
in government service, ' civilian defense, etc.

3) Information to individuals and
groups of teachers and students concerning the legislative, administrative
judicial and technical resources of the

U.S. War Entrance
(Continued

from

Page

1

)

would enter the war with more unsolved problems than we did in 1917.
We have already taken more steps in
the direction of an authoritarian state.
And then there is the example of
dic-tators-whichwasabse-

government.

the present
in the main
library building. Books will be stored
on almost 10,000 linear feet of metal
shelving, if the present plans are followed. This shelving will be adjustable and therefore easily incorpor- over-crowdin- g

Circle Plans Xmas

ntin

by students and teachers.

l-Dinner-inBa-

bcocki

Dr. Ellsworth declared himself opposed to the further entrance of the
United States into war because we
have no other effective war aim at
the present than to defeat Hitler, but
the entrance of the United States will
only intensify the causes which result
in Hitlers. We would have to become
bigger Hitlers in order to win.
In regard to the outcome of the
war, Dr. Ellsworth feels that a stalemate would produce the best peace,
one that would last: A quick victory
would mean a dictated peace. The
policy of waiting for a stalemate
would not be more costly than a war.
Hitler should be treated as any
maladjusted person. We are safe from
Hitler, but not from his ideologies.
There are two ways to get rid of Hitler, one from within and the other
from without.
'

Teachers have encouraged their students to make trips to Washington.
Thousands have come every year
alone or in groups hoping to obtain
a close view of government in action.
For most of them, this hope has not
been fulfilled, as they did not know
what resources were available and no
agency exists to help them discover
and use all the possibilities for a
deeper Understanding of what the
Hitler will not get control of Eurr capital of this democracy symbolizes.
ope and manage to hold it together.
He is no great military menace to us.
"Hitler as well as Hitlerism ought to
Dr. Cutright Addresses
go but I don't believe in Hitlerizing
Soc. Club on Nutrition the world to do it," declared Dr.
,

Ellsworth.

-- f
,i

Dr. E. G. Cutright of Wooster will
address the Sociology club on the
national nutrition program Dec. 8.
Dr. Cutright is chairman of the
Wayne County nutrition program.
Dr. Warren P. Spencer spoke on
eugenics at the club's last meeting on
Nov. 10.

Dr. Ellsworth maintained that the
strongest argument for intervention
is that mankind learned its lesson in
1918 and that this might be a just
peace. He doubts, however, that we
did learn enough from the last war
to insure a just peace after this one.

It

is possible to be

vice-presiden-

The College Circle, which includes
members of

administration and their wives, will hold its
annual Christmas dinner at 6 p.m.
" '
Nov. 29, in Babcock hall.
the-faculty-

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Parmelee and
and Mrs. Edmund Secrest are the
committee in charge of entertainment
and Mrs. A. A. Johnston will plan
table decorations
The students who regularly eat in
the Babcock dining room will be
served in lower Babcock.
-

.

keep coming and going in a steady
HAAS
To readers of the annual catalogue stream. Nevertheless, once in a while
of our college,' the library is a build one person can be discovered in the
ing - (with - the seating capacity of same spot for an hour. However, alwhich

228)

contains

two

reading

though thiiTmay be 'due occasionally

so-call-

ed

'

'

type;

and

,

When I saw ILENE SMITH at
the M.S.G.A. dance in the red and
black jersey formal I had written up,
.

I

was so encouraged

I decided to try

my hand once more at throwing out
ome hot tips about the new formats

awonthirdfloor!Jt'isilkJersey
again this time in black, relieved by
a narrow gold belt. The skirt is pleated

designed

figures.-I- f

ONLY for streamlined

you can't

swish

one-story

there's-no-use-in-my-starting-this-subject-now-it's-too-long-and-I-have-to-go-soon-anyway-sb-I-might-just-as-well-finish-this--

.

.

in black,

Watch Repairing

Jewelry

GEO. H. LAHM
JEWELER
221 EAST LIBERTY ST.
.
Parker Pens
Diamonds

type. Need I say

The Ones With Bowed Heads
Then there are the Sleepers! They
The first type of
noticeare the ones whose bowed heads nod
able to the discerning eye is the one
and jerk; they are the ones who put
whom we shalUterm the "Gigglers".
their hands over their eyes as if in
You can tell this type very easily . . .
deep meditation; they are the ones
we all know .him well. A table surwho fight in vain the temptation to lay
rounded by bobbing heads, a cease- their
heads on the' table "just for a
less rustling of papers, and a conmoment"; they are the ones . . . but
darting from the hudstant
why go on? We all know them, and
dle
these are the symptoms of the
perhaps we, too, have been guilty of
presence of the Giggler.
joining the ranks of the Sleepers at
The second type of library inhabi- some time or other. I have. Have you?
tant is that section of society to be
"Wherever there's a woman, men's
found at the newspaper table. As a
heads will turn." So said Aristotle. (Or
rule these students,- - like propaganda,
wasitHomer? Or Shakespeare? Or
maybe I just made it up . . . Well,
anyway it's true.) This is an

iggles'WeuTGioH
Lib-houn-

d

CURZON FERRIS, KENARDEN

step! And if you think this

attitude is one
common to fellows alone, watch the
girls sometime. If the English Channel were as well scouted and surveyed
the door ofthe Librpoor Hitler
wouldn't have a chance. An'eitreme
example of this type is the fellow (or
girl) looking for a date, who is
not to miss a trick. Oh yes, the
Lib is an excellent hunting ground for
that great institution of dating.
The meeting place of the steadies,
the practically-steadies- ,
and the
deter-mine-

ed

this is the Lib.
Like a Fairy Tale
At the strike of the clock the girls,
like Cinderella, rush madly to escape. Unlike Cinderella, however, this
clock . is. striking nine not 1 2, this
girl is meeting her Prince Charming
not fleeing from him, and this hurried trip is to the Shack not the cinder-filled
kitchen.
No, th6 crossroads of America have
nothing on the crossroads of our college life, the Lib; Here you find the
sea of knowledge. rising (through our
students
both of them), ebbing
(through the rest of us), and finally
drifting 'into low tide . . . 10 o'clock
has come, and the Lib is plosed until
tomorow. And so, goodnight!
.

.

.

...

...
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CLYDE CONN, DOUGLASS

hy-pothe-

d

dates-being-rush-

"tee-hee- "

W EITZEL Dry Cleaning Co.

Phone

He concluded his talk with the statement that Chile was friendly to the
United States and that in spite of its
cosmopolitan population it favorably
reacted toward the good neighbor
policy.

Christmas trees will be set up in
Hoover, Holden, Babcock, and Douglass on Saturday, Dec. 6, according
to Miss Mabel C' Little, director of
dormitories. The students will trim the
trees that afternoon and tea will be
served in the lounges as the decorating
is done.

Wooster Theatre

killings you would also object to any-

thing that would endanger human
life, such as violent sports and delicate
operations, and that If a person de- -

'

sires to end his life he should be
lowed to do so, thus ending his unendurable suffering, quickly and painlessly The two negative speeches were
concerned with the idea that life is
sacred and that f it should be given
and taken away by only one being
God. It also was stated that if euthanasia were legalized, it could be used
wrongfully
by quack doctors, unscrupulous families and even by the
patient himself.
At the close of the debate there was
a six to four decision in favor of the
affirmative.
al-

,

.

Hygeia
Briefs
By DR. GEORGE W. JACOBY
Medical Director

It is known that all living organisms must spend a certain large part
of their life in a condition called
sleep.
The cycle of energy, fatigue, and
rest is repeated daily. Fatigue in general is of three types: 1. muscular or
physical f ollowing labor or playr- Z. mental following exact work and
mental concentration; 3. emotional
nervous strain following any emotional upset, fear of making a mistake
or failing in a course. Fatigue result
irig from any of the above in genera'
is equal in its intensity, howevet emo
tional nervous strain can be far more
fatiguing than the. other two types.
In general the results of insufficient
sleep are irritability and emotional up
sets, failure to perform school work
with the normal accuracy and speed,
marked loss in the joy of livine. and
distraction from ones personality.
Loss of sleep over a period of years.
with depletion of the body's reserve
by one means or another gives us
yearly thousands of individuals with
nervous breakdowns.

.

1

and Johann Strauss"

'Voci di Primavera." Works by Mey
ADMISSIONS
erbeer, Richard Strauss, David, Leoni,
(Nov. 19 to Nov. 26).
Balogh, and Carye were also among
Women 1
the selections she sang.
Men 1
Rachel Shobert accompanied Miss' Students receiving' treatments
Witzler at the piano.
the week 120
--

during

"

"SCHOOLOFDENTISTRY
THE UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO
A four year curriculum completed in three calendar years, by
means of the quarter plan. (Four quarters of eleven weeks
each, to the school year).
The dental and medical schools are closely affiliated, instruction in the basic medical sciences being under the supervision
of the medical faculty. Clinical practice of dentistry, in all its'
.varied aspects, is supervised by the dental division, and there
is an intimate association with the clinics of several hospitals.
Periods of internship in two general-an- d
one children's hospital during the senior year, offering unusual experience in
clinical observation, diagnosis, and treatment of dental con-

'

'

1

Next regular session will start the first week in July 1942."

Y

,

sis

easily proved, too, as any
frequenter of the Lib will admit. Just
watch the section "gangs" twist and
turn at the sound of a girlish foot- -

Cavert

Each person operates at his own
speed. Therefore each person must
determine how much rest is required
daily for himself to replenish the en
ergy-lo- st,
and prepare himself to be.
ready for the next day's work.
A good night's sleep ordinarily will
VIRGINIA WITZLER
contribute.,
more than anything else
.Miss. Virginia Witzler, class of '42,
good day at school.- - In the 24
a
to
gave her senior voice recital in .the
chapel Tuesday evening," Nov. 25. hour cycle of. day and night it is not
She included on her program Bach's a god policy to cut down the number
"Sheep That May Safely 'Graze", of hours of sleep below the level re
Hugo Wolf's "Elf.enlied", Debussy's quired for you to make the best use
of your hours of wakefulness.
"Romance",

ditions.FRIDAY-SATURDA-

were Elizabeth

and Donald Fry. The negative ide
was taken by John TCovach and Leonard Kerner. Bob Anderson presided
over the meeting.
The affirmative side presented the
arguments that if you object to mercy

Four Dormitories Will
Have Christmas Trees

Gives Voice Recital

as

:

rooms, card catalogues, offices, stack to a history or political science report,
rooms, a mezzanine floor of stack it is usually the obvious result of a
lethargy or
college coma.
space, 12 cubicles, and. reserve , book
The main ' attraction of "this part" of
rooms. To the student, however, the the library is the comic sheet (with the
library is more precisely described as sport sheet acting as a close runner-up.- )
Also in this same general divia civic center.
sion
the Magazine Readers may be
Perhaps when the Student Union
placed. A person in this category,
building is completed, .it will take
moreover, may be of two schools of
over the present role held by the li- thought: the

--

With December 1 practically dogging our footsteps it's high time to
should stay out of the war and make
think about Christmas trees, Christdemocracy work in the western world.
mas gifts, and the Christmas Formal.

fined.

"So-Called-

.

In answer to the question if we
could survive economically if Hitler
subdued Europe, Dr Ellsworth said
that the loss of foreign trade would
not equal the losses from the war. We

He contrasted the schools, students,
and professors of South America with
those of the United States. Members
present were amazed when he told of
the professors who cut their own
classes so much they finally had to be

Meet to Study or Sleep in College Civic Center
"
Magazines and Dates Attract Most
Students

non-intervention- ist

con-tame-

FREEDLANDER'S

Mr. Plumer Van Eaton of Santiago,
Chile, ,spoke at International Rela
tionsr club, Wednesday, Nov. 26. He
described the prevailing conditions in
Chile, emphasizing particularly the
economic situation, the educational
system and the government organization.

Lib-Houn- ds

Bv BARBARA

On Monday .evening, Nov. 17, the
Freshman Debate club considered the
question, "Resolved: that mercy killings should be legalized." The affirmative speakers

Advanced German classes are in
vited to hear Dr. J. A. Hutchison
speak on German philosophers, from
Leibniz to Schopenhauer, at a reg
Roger Buss, '37, discussed "Com- ular meeting of Delta Phi Alpha, honmercial Problems and Nutrition" at orary German fraternity, Dec. 1, at
a regular meeting of Theta Chi Delta, Dr. W. I. Schreiber's home.
honorary chemistry fraternity, Nov.
Dr. Hutchison will emphasize the
25 in Severance hall.
personal lives of the philosophers
Buss is a chemist at the Wooster and their contributions to philosophy
Feed Manufacturing Co.
The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. '

brary. Until then, the Lib will remain
and still have a world point of the human melting pot it is now.
view.
.....
. ..
.
Of course there are some "students" the
The eight points are a sad commen- to be found with noses buried in books
tary on what should have been long and pencils thoughtfully gnawed, but
before. Dr. Ellsworth criticized them these few are always so intermingled
as very general, saying that1 the 14 with the rest that their identity is more?
points were better, and that these
practically indistinguishable.
d

.marjiypacadMgt

Bell.

Bell.

Roger Buss Addresses
Chemistry Frat. Meeting

--

JLT

Dr.

Van Eaion on Chile

,

Mr.-

4

VirgHirWita

German Club

:

AFTER A
FASHION

t;

Voice department heads will meet

inthe Voice office at 9:45 a.m.

I-don't-have-much-work-for-to-morrow-anyway-and-beside-

recognized

1917.

"

s-it's-too-noisy-in-here-to-study

4) Assistance with field trips, including visits to departments, bureaus
and agencies. These visits will be prepared in dose cooperation with appropriate officials who will assist students and be available for questions
and instruction.
In outlining the purposes of the
bureau v Lash said: "The need for
firsthand observation as a means to
implement and to bring alive knowledge acquired in classroom has been

ated in a library addition, if one is
French Club
ever constructed.
The. main floor will house a dance
Bertha' Spooner was elected presi
pav'illion with booths along the sides,
a music room, and the book store. dent of the French club at their meet
Miss Bertha Uhlendorff will be in ing Nov. 18. Other officers are Betsy
Ross,
Edith 'Beck, sec
charge of the Union's activities.
retary; Hratchouhi Guevorkian, trea
surer.
It was decided at this time to hold
Reporters, Attention!
the
French club meetings the second
be
There will
a special instrucTuesday of every month
andtfourth
tion on the Voice style sheet and
meetings
The
are at 7 o'clock in
criticism on past articles at the reKauke
hall.
porter's meeting Saturday, Nov.
Pat Kennedy, Betsy Ross, and An
29 at 10:30 a.m. in Kauke baseOgden was the committee appoint'
ita
ment. All reporters are required to
ed
to see Miss Little about holding
be present and attendance will be
dinner
in January.
a
checked.

Dec's Dr.

Id- -

International Hears

al

d

.

I-don't-want-to-mis-

.

ing service to college students
teachers:

Frosh Debaters
Favor Euthanasia

No

s-anything

-

non-coeducation-

Dec. 2 Dr. Bernard
dings, Bell.

Wednesday,

co-e- d

.

Convocation.

Musical program.

1

Thursday, Dec.

on'

co-e-

Establishment
of a Washington
Student Service Bureau to aid college
students in studying the operations of
federal government,' Vas announced
today by Joseph P. Lash, general secretary of the International Student
Service. Molly Yard, formerly on the
staff of the National Youth Administration, has been appointed head
of the bureau.
The new office will offer the follow- -

28

Monday, Dec.

on

Tuesday,

j:

Nov.

Orson Wells in
!

"CITIZEN KANE"

For further information address
THE SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY"
25 Goodrich St., Buffalo, New York

f.

try on the white crepe with shining
nail-hea- d

tag-lin- e

trim it's sure to win the
glance during the holiday sea

son.

MAKE IT YOURSELF

Be first

to tie up

CokMAN-tic- i

after-shav-

(

put up to suit the masculine taste,
jsyd the odor is a combination of pine

jaj

START NOW . . . and recapture the
spirit of an old fashioned, sentimental

and leather, delightfully "outdoorty".
Something in HIS will stand . out
among the usual assortment of socks
and ties.

f':..'.

"
--A-

dv.

BMcC

WOOSTER

Christmas.

FAR II

Hundreds of gift ideas can be seen in
the shop.,
,

DAIRIES

,

;

Visit..The
.

in
bright Christmas packages for the
men on your shopping list. The Men's
Department carries a complete line of
tha "strictly masculine" HIS soap
e
talcum,
lotion, etc. It's
.

i

Free

instructions

VOOLCRAFT SHOP

.

SUN.-MON..TUE-

8. Uuh

S.

S

Abbott and Costello in
"KEEP 'EM FLYING"

0l

WUa-

-

JoVwncJ)

II
H

For

XRIEDOYSTERS.
For Lunch

30c

WEDNESDAY-THURSDA-

Y

Robert Montgomery in
i

'Hcrt

144 W.

North St.

Comes Mr.. Jordan"

1926 Cleveland Rd. Ph. 911
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